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Rivervale, WA 6103 DATE 25-Jun-20
QUOTE # 3697


Phone: 0451 394 123 VALID UNTIL 26-Jul-20
Email: sadiqifencing2020@gmail.com


ABN: 98855760319
Licence: WARA 2001


Account Details:
Name: Mr Morteza Sadiqi
BSB: 066 001
Acc No: 1101 8464


UNIT PRICE QTY AMOUNT


$85.00 19.5 $1,657.50


$25.00 29 $725.00


[42] Subtotal $2,382.50
GST 10% $238.25


TOTAL $2,620.75


- We require 500mm clearance on both sides of the fence.


Thank You For Your Business!


  cables) adjacent to the fence line.


NOTE: upon commencement of the job if there is any excessive amount of tree root or 
stone to be removed it will be charged at rate of $80 per person per hour.


COMMENTS: THIS QUOTATION IS FOR STORM DAMAGED FENCE.


QUOTATION


TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This is a quotation on the goods named, subject to the conditions noted below:


- This quote is valid for one month from the date of issue.
- 50% of the total amount is payable before commencing the job.


                          


- We need to be informed if there are any underground services (e.g. pipes,


CUSTOMER
Afsaneh
64 Calley Drive
Leeming WA 6149
0481 849 908
elearning@ewindfly.net


DESCRIPTION


- The fence will remain the property of Sadiqi Fencing until full payment has
  been made.


SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF COLORBOND FENCING 1.8M HEIGHT PER METER


REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF HARDI FENCE SUPER SIX PER SHEET


SADIQI FENCING
& GATES
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Rivervale, WA 6103 DATE 25-Jun-20
QUOTE # 3698


Phone: 0451 394 123 VALID UNTIL 26-Jul-20
Email: sadiqifencing2020@gmail.com


ABN: 98855760319
Licence: WARA 2001


Account Details:
Name: Mr Morteza Sadiqi
BSB: 066 001
Acc No: 1101 8464


UNIT PRICE QTY AMOUNT


$480.00 9.5 $4,560.00


[42] Subtotal $4,560.00
GST 10% $456.00


TOTAL $5,016.00


- We require 500mm clearance on both sides of the fence.


Thank You For Your Business!


  cables) adjacent to the fence line.


NOTE: upon commencement of the job if there is any excessive amount of tree root or 
stone to be removed it will be charged at rate of $80 per person per hour.


COMMENTS: THIS QUOTATION IS FOR STORM DAMAGED FENCE.


QUOTATION


TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This is a quotation on the goods named, subject to the conditions noted below:


- This quote is valid for one month from the date of issue.
- 50% of the total amount is payable before commencing the job.


                          


- We need to be informed if there are any underground services (e.g. pipes,


CUSTOMER
Afsaneh
64 Calley Drive
Leeming WA 6149
0481 849 908
elearning@ewindfly.net


DESCRIPTION


- The fence will remain the property of Sadiqi Fencing until full payment has
  been made.


SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF AL SLATS 65MM WITH 10MM GAP 1.8M HEIGHT PER 
METER


SADIQI FENCING
& GATES
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Orders 
No. 


Zone 
No. 


Photo 
No. 


Building Issues and future Cost and Time Management Techniques 
62 C. = 62 Calley Drive, Leeming, 6149     |||     64 C. = 64 Calley Drive, Leeming, 6149   |||     D. Fence = Dividing 
Fence 
Photos numbers in this table do not refer to any photo but there would be a clipped “photo file” to the drawings 
of 1-3 of the dividing fence dated 27/6/2020-29/6/2020 which you can see matching photo numbers for this 
table. Meanwhile just see zones 1L-5L photos in website: http://www.ewindfly.net/dfence.html     instead. 


1 1 1 The concrete footing at 62 C. interfere with Dividing Fence footing and causes instability problem for fence and creates unfair 
costs in future for 64 C. Also, the footing which should only be 30 cm is now more in side yard of 62 C. They have added up to  
52 cm sand to their 30 cm footing in zone 1 under pavers but next to Hardie fence they decreased the sand height sharply to 
34 cm. This is because they plan to pay for cheap weak retaining Aluminium component of Colorbond fence which can only 
keep up to 30 cm extra sand and not more. Retaining needs best to be done with brick or limestone. However, since just 
installation of each post of metal fence costs $100 also the bottom rail of Colorbond also costs money, it might be cheaper 
just to retain and fence with Aluminium-slat with brick wall piers and 30 cm concrete footing. In this case 2 rows of bricks for 
the bottom of fence is needed to connect the brick wall to the two piers of it. However in areas like zone 1, where 52 cm 
sand of 62 Calley needs to be retained, an extra three rows is required with brick size of (H=16.2)x(W=90)x(L=29 cm). In zone 
1 therefore 4-5 rows of bricks on top of 30 cm footing is required to retain the sand. In this case the fence height on top of 
brick wall as such should be only 100 cm high. The crossing Hardie fence panel in zone 1 at 64 Calley is better to be replaced 
by metal fence and enough retaining at bottom by brick wall. Since 62 Calley has added sand to the grano ground level of 
garage at 64 Calley while 64 Calley building is older than 62 Calley building, the retaining of zone 1 except the cost for 
retaining of cross panel is with owner of 62 Calley. If retaining of sand might have cave in hazard at 62 Calley, the cement 
injector contractor shows his legal liability cover schedule policy to the owner of 62 Calley and his building insurer, so 
retaining wall maker and cement injector both can retain the sand of that owner properly. In court in 2007-2008 Building 
insurer of 62 Calley did not agree with economic retaining of extension for re-enforced post and panel retaining wall which 
was shorter than stem of tree about 30 cm at zone 5 at that house, but he only required a strong second retaining wall which 
is extendable. Therefore, people should be treated the same with their demand for the stronger retaining wall. Aluminium 
retaining component of Colorbond of retaining capacity of 30 cm is good for farms not for a executive property at 64 Calley.  


2 2-3 2 Retaining wall of height 74 cm with limestone [two rows of blocks with each bock size being 35x35x50 cm is required 
otherwise fence instability issue creates cost. The second row of the limestone rock retaining wall is 50 cm lower in one 
corner than the pavers’ ground level at 62 Calley point above same point on the rock. Repairing the limestone rock retaining 
wall would make the natural look of this wall ugly. Also repair means double cost. Removing of this limestone rock retaining 
wall creates a hazard risk of caving in for the 160 cm width of sand decreasing to 104 cm width of sand along 589 cm length 
of this retaining wall, at side yard of 62 Calley. However only 3 hours work of a cement injector contractor is required to 
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strengthen the footing of that 33 years old house at 62 Calley. The cement injector contractor has a 20 million dollars legal 
liability cover for his work, however it is hard to find a cement injector who is free in winter when several houses face with 
building damages incidents and require services of fence makers, and cement injectors. I have found Limestone retaining wall 
makers are less busy in winter and more available. A very experience registered builder/carpenter told me this week that 
after they removed the old limestone blocks from zone 2, they cover the sand wall height with an old sheet of metal then 
push star pickets which are made of iron into ground to retain that sand wall after rocks removal. They continue to remove 
rocks in zone 3, then they retain that sand wall created with metal sheets and star pickets [iron]. When they are ready to 
remove more sand from zone 2 for building the new retaining wall, they would remove the metal sheet and its star pickets 
from zone 2, they start building three course of lime stone blocks of height 35 cm with width of [w=3x35+2x4] cm at fist row 
to cover the ground. The second row would be two course of limestone blocks with same size. These two rows would retain 
74 cm [2x35+4] of the sand wall measured from the ground level at 64 Calley. Since the maximum height to retain is 115 cm, 
the remainder of 41 cm height to retain in zone 3 end, would need only two more rows or even one row of limestones. The 
method of retaining for sand wall is going to be certified by a structural engineer. A list of 50 structural engineers in Perth is 
searched by owner of 64 Calley, which further research is required on linked-in  to get their mobile number. The negotiation 
with these structural engineers needs to be done by RAC Building insurer of 62 Calley Owner, as the extra sand created on 
top of zones 1 to 4 is his fault only. 


3 1-2-3 3 The drainage under the Paving and sand compaction issues create cost. Fake slab of the building is created next to 62 C. 
Building by elevating one step sand in the side yard in compared to rear yard slab of the 62 C. building, creating instability. 
The sand height above the limestone retaining wall 1986 at 64 Calley is 50 cm maximum on one large rock in zone 3. The 
supersix fence cracked in 2012 after it was installed in zones 1-2-3 by SGIO, IN 2005. Therefore, the age of the fence became 
only 7 years. After cracks that fence last only to storm 29/8/2019 and it bent and collapsed in January 6-15, 2020. The fence 
age decreased to less than ½ of its age due to being filled by 50 cm in 62 Calley side yard to be used as a retaining wall. The 
owner of 62 Calley should pay penalty for ¼ of the whole fence to owner of 64 Calley for filling or decreasing the sand from 
standard extra sand height of 10 cm for Hardie and Supersix fence on his side in compared to side of 64 Calley. This ¼ is 
reasonable. Then owner of 64 Calley would accept to pay half for total storm damage fence replacement with hybrid fence 
[Colorbond for dry, Aluminium slat for wet reticulated Gardens OR PAY ¼ for unwanted fence type]. Also the first condition is 
that owner pays for His share based on licensed surveyor’s measurement for the retaining walls built by owner builder of 64 
Calley during 2007-2008 next to dividing fence line of 62 & 64 Calley. The licensed surveyor’s drawings and certificate costs 
and reports are available on request. 


4 1 4 Security threat; that street thieves can enter 62 C. and, they can get into 64 C. by using 62 C. chairs climbing over the dividing 
Fence. In zone 4 as drawing of this zone shows 62 Calley paving ground level is 24 cm is lower than the garden ground level at 
64 Calley along 3 m length of the dividing fence line. That owner of 62 C. Claimed the retaining length along 27 m length of 
the old dividing fence line cost is only $1256 or close by using Aluminium retaining component of the Colorbond fence. 
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However, this claim is a Fraud. More accurate measurement showed the retaining height his sand is higher reaches in several 
points to 52 cm. Also his claim that a cheap aluminium component is a quality strong retaining method is fraud, as this 
retaining only covers maximum of 30 cm height of sand, it is weak quoted by few registered builders who used this method 
and does not last very long. The fairness between court procedure during 2005-2008 also collaopse as he required two 
retaining wall in retaining only 30 cm extra sand for owner of 64 Calley and threat of $88000 legal cost in case this owner 
refuses to build a second limestone retaining wall, while he did not state that this owner also can retaining his 30 cm extra 
sand with same aluminium component of Colorbond fence. People should be treated the same under same law. The 
minimum retaining accepted by owner of 64 Calley is by brick and cement footing for retaining and brick pier for fence post. 
Or by limestone retaining wall as stated in zones 2-3 notes. 


5 2-3 5 Sand height behind the dividing fence at 62 C. is 50 cm high in zone 3. 62 C. building insurer RAC, claimed verbally that 64 C. 


needs a retaining wall, while 1986 limestone retaining wall is still the same shape [h1=70 cm, h2=105 cm, h average = 84 


cm L=589 cm] at 64 C.      62 C. was built after 64 C. building was completed [one photo exists to prove it, also shire has sent 
email to owner of 64 Calley that building plan at 62 Calley was approved in mid-1987].   62 C. owner has not communicated a 
word directly with 64 C. during 2005 to 25/5/2020 while fence collapsed happened more than 22 weeks before his registered 
first posted letter on this date during 6/1/2020-15/1/2020. The previous fence makers used to fill the uneven shape of the 
1986 limestone rock retaining wall at 64 Calley with sand, then they installed the fibre cement fence into the top levelled 
sand. For installation of metal fences which use bay, two posts, cement cylinder as footing, this artificial top levelling by sand 
is a weal retaining and waste of assets, time, and cost. It is required to let the owner of 62 Calley who came out guilty in 
storm damages 2012, 2019, 2020 by inaction and no maintenance payment to the fence makers of owner of 64 Calley since 
2005, first pay a full cost for payment of two invoices SGIO has received for allocating the dividing fence line between 62 & 
64 Calley, then payment for invoice 2 for measuring accurate heights of retainable sands at 62 Calley or at 64 Calley, then 
shire should interprets who is guilty so pays the cost of surveyor in 2020. The real estate of the owner of 62 Calley has last 
announced entering of a licensed surveyor to their property at 62 Calley to measure surfaces or dividing fence line location is 
trespass.  


6 1 6 The gap between the dividing fence line and 62 C. brick wall has already caused security issues and the owner of 62 Calley 
has not done anything for fixing it. It is suggested that owner either uses the quote given to him by owner of 64 Calley to 
retain zone 1 side yard at 62 Calley by either limestone or brick wall at least. To save money it is also recommended 100-150 
cm high piers made of bricks also e made as slats be installed on these piers and is cheaper for repair and maintenance in 
future. 
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7 2 7 Due to the gap between brick wall at 62 C. and the D. fence, a tenant at 62 C. used his own black metal gate as a cross to D. 
fence, where the white piece of rectangular piece of wood is held against the fence and held that metal gate with sharp pipes 
at base next to recess of the brick wall at 62 C. That gate was not installed to the brick wall and on the right side was just held 
against the corrugated fibre cement D. fence with 64 C. The owner of 62 C. never pays for his tenants’ damages cost to 64 C. 
and the Fence hole created around 2011-2012 was fixed with a cheap method, as you see a piece of wood held rather 
replacement of the whole fence panel with new one. Excess for 64 C. is $300 in case she wants to claim for malicious 
damage.   


8 1 8 Gas pipe and gas meter box at 64 Calley was once bent by 5 occupants at 62 C. at a 300 guests party in July 2005, but owner 
of 62 C. has not done anything to recover the cost of the damage except defaming the 64 C. owner without this owner being 
changed for unauthorised excavation or undermining his fences as they accused me, in 2008. 


9 2 9 The down pipe, which should have 30 cm tail outside the ground is hidden under 18 cm elevation under sand at 62 C. This 
side yard is 18 cm elevated from rear yard level next to slab of the 62 C. building after this building at 62 C. was built and the 
retaining wall at 62 C. is elevation matter at 62 C. and not an excavation at 64 C. issue. 


10 3 10 Cracks started showing due to 14-18-30-50 cm extra sand on top of a 1986 Limestone retaining wall on 15/1/2020 after D. 
fence was bent due to 63 km/hour storm on 29/08/2019. The owner at 62 C. has not informed the owner of 64 C. of 
damages to the fence, when his tenant Sam reported this weather damage fence to the “Realty One Real Estate” around 
6/12/2020. Therefore, lack of “cooperation and feeling of responsibility” of 62 C. owner regarding his duties under the D. 
Fence Act is causing cost for 64 C. owner.  This 64 C. owner was sick after incident of 29/08/2019, but she dealt with D. fence 
matter during 6/01/2020-15/5/2020 without any help from owner of 62 C. response to any of several letters and emails and 
calls to his real estate agents and tenants to let him know. Further research showed in end 2012 a storm cracked the fence in 
zone 3 in a few ridges of supersix near new fence installed in 2005, the owner of 64 Calley claimed from SGIO for the tenant’s 
dog cracking the fence and storm, however SGIO view at that time for crack in zone 3 on supersix near new fence was due to 
structural fault [20/8/2013 document exists]. The structural fault in 2013 letter of SGIO to owner of 64 Calley, the magistrate 
court claims and affidavits sworn by owner of 64 Calley, photos on website: http://www.ewindfly.net/dfence.html prove that 
there are structural faults in zones 2-3 retaining of the filled sand at 62 Calley during 1987-2005-2020 side yard near D. fence 
of 62 & 64 Calley line which owner of 62 Calley is trying to hide by in-action, communicating through his tenants, real estate 
agent, his building insurer assessor [RAC] and not directly with owner of 64 Calley and quickly has found a bribery fraud 
method to cover up the structural fault of his property in 11 m length of D. Fence line. Refer to incident he wanted to install 
the D. Fence on Tuesday 12/5/2020 using the first fence quote of owner 64 Calley by bribery with Wyne R. the writer of that 
quote [promising him to pay him whole value of that fence plus the retaining component of it] in case he succeeds in 
installing that fence by 12/5/2020. Wayne knocked on 64 Calley on 10/5/2012 but after he was asked by owner of 64 Calley 
to provide every statement he said at the door in writing by owner of 62 Calley who was in hiding since fence collapse of 
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6/1/2020, this fence maker denied what he had said. The two written statement one in March 18 by Maureen O. on 
18/3/2020 by email sent to owner of 64 Calley and second on 25/5/2020 sent to owner of 62 Calley shows Wyne R. fence 
maker was bribed by owner of 62 Calley and deceived, and this fence maker did not receive any letter signed by that 62 
Calley owner for this bribery with Wayne, so Wayne denied what he stated at 64 Calley visiting on D. Fence site to owner of 
62 Calley. This bribery was reported later on to building compliance at shire in June 2020. 


11 3 11 Unprofessional paving at 62 C. always causes D. fence damages and cost without compensation for 64 C. 15 mm distance 
between concrete pavers of (4 x 18 x 18 cm) dimensions and Hardie D. fence panels prevented movement of footing of the 
fence inside the ground and cracks at base appeared. The cost for the damage is 50% 50% share for D. fence replacement of 
value $4,500 is $2,250 is the cost of each D. fence damage. This is a harassment for 64 C. owner if 62 C. does not fix his 
building issues before the D. fence be installed on the D. fence line. 


12 3 12 Owner 62 C. has done unprofessional paving himself changing the slope of his side yard width reversely instead of being 
directed downward against the building, it has been directed downward towards the building. Therefore, rainwater flows to 
this palm tree garden, while there is a reticulation pipe next to this tree and this elevates the sand 14-18 cm in zones 2-3 next 
to 1986 limestone retaining wall at 64 C. Unprofessional paving caused $4,500 cost for the fence damage and is a waste. 


13 3 
3 


13 While the old palm tree at 64 C. has a stem, which has grown from the same level sand at both properties 62 C. and 64 C. in 
zones 2-3 and just 160 cm after this old palm tree into zone 4, the ground level at 62 C. decreases from zero to 24 cm drop 
within 3 meters, then continues to one step lower at rear yard. These are not natural sloping in a hill type block of land. The 
artificial elevation, then sloping shows land fill and land excavation has happened at 62 C. and therefore it is 62 C. owner, 
who should prove his allegation of my 1986 retaining wall should be extended in 2020 for keeping the 14-18-30-50 cm of his 
sand heights points above this wall by showing me either surveyor’s report [he pays for that surveyor] or the drawings of his 
building in 1980’s showing my 1986 limestone retaining wall did not cover the sand behind it at 62 C. block of land?! Such 
work and cost so far has not been paid to prove his allegation since March 2020, when his building insurer’s assessor stated 
to me with anger that because he is a building assessor I should accept I need a retaining wall, while he acknowledged that 
an old Long PVC White pipe was on top of my 1986 retaining wall and an old palm tree next to the T-Joint point of two white 
PVC reticulation pipes had grown since 1986 next to the T-Joint point on top of 1986 limestone retaining wall showing the 
ground level in 1986 in my land in end of zone 3. The 105 cm end height of the 1986 limestone retaining wall reaches to stem 
of that old palm tree showing no decrease in its height since 1986 at one end. Considering the block of land at 64 C. is on a 
hill fist end of this retaining wall with height 70 cm and middle of it with height 84 cm shows a natural slope on a hilly land in 
zones 2-3 and no changes appears that has happened in decreasing the height of this retaining wall. There has been no 
garden on top of this limestone retaining wall. Only one native tree is grown from inside of the wall in zone 3 without any 
sprinkler next to it. The wall just serves as a bearing for the D. Fence between 64 C. & 62 C. in zones 2-3. 64 C. was built in 
1986 before 62 C. The stains of supersix fence due to bore water is splashing from nozzles of irrigation in zone 4 high garden. 
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14 2-3 
 


14 The paving surface has a parabolic shape. The slope increases from right and reaches to the pick on left side of 62 C. gas hot 
water system, then decreases to left towards the palm tree at 62 C. The unprofessional paving showing lack of compaction of 
sand under pavers and creates cost for payment of $300 excess, every time this D. Fence collapse and 6 months 
administration work to report to the council and 62 C. Real Estate and tenants, as the owner of 62 C. never works for his 
duties under the dividing fence ACT and never replies to owner of 64 C more than one letter.  


15 3-4-5 
 


15 The incident of a party arranged by tenants at 62 C. in July 2005 was witnessed by two City of Melville rangers from security 
department. I called the security department to send a security staff who can manage the party which included 300 guests at 
62 Calley and there was a safety hazard in case accidentally a guest by negligence lean on fence which was propped and drop 
the fence into my rear yard which at that time was a building site with my building licence. When two security men arrived 
from City of Melville to my rear yard, we were discussing the party and safety hazard of falling hazard in a youth party with 
300 guests. They were selling alcoholic beverages to the gusts inside the house of 62 Calley. Drinking could cause safety 
hazard in relation to 7 propped fence panels at rear yard. While we were talking about safety of guests in next door at 62 
Calley neighbour, 5 young men who were wearing Bini woollen hat as it was winter, climbed over the fence and put their 
elbows over the capping of the fence in zones 2-3. We were looking at them, when suddenly we heard a noise of cracking a 
fence and pushing of that fence capping to the battens of pergola [attached to the batter of the roof of house. The owner of 
62 Calley has signed Fraud affidavit in magistrate court as my defendant for structural fault of his side yard sand height that 
his side yard is pure from structural fault and it was my sand removal from zone 5 who created bending in zone 1-2-3 fence 
collapse and bending of two limestone piers in zone 4. The three storms incidences of 2012, 2019, 2020 proves the supersix 
15 years old fence failed three times under storms in zones 1-2-3-4-5 [only next to brick wall 44 cm high at 64 Calley] and 
collapsed. These are proof that structural fault was hidden by fraud affidavit statement written and signed as defendant in 
2005-2007 by Rajendra Desai my defendant and was supported by bribed RAC Lawyer who threatened me with $88000 legal 
cost if I lose that case while being self-represented. Forcing of that fraud affidavit Rajendra had filed as my defendant had 
pressurised me while I was sick in 2007 to agreeing to build a second stronger retaining wall in zone 5, rather waiting the 
court procedure finished in trial and ask the magistrate if I could remove the sand from boundary with Rajendra. Rajendra in 
2014 removed over 30 cm from his ground level by cutting and removing two very old trees next to dividing fence line. I 
witnessed noise of his tree surgeons, asked on tree surgeon to cut my palm tree in zone 7, he did and charged me $200. Also, 
after one tree surgeon cut a tree log and punched a hole into fence in zone 5, I complained to real estate of 62 Calley and 
SGIO for tree log damage to one or two meters of fence in zone 5. The damage was not recovered by owner of 62 Calley as 
usual. 


16    
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Rivervale, WA 6103 DATE 25-Jun-20
QUOTE # 3699


Phone: 0451 394 123 VALID UNTIL 26-Jul-20
Email: sadiqifencing2020@gmail.com


ABN: 98855760319
Licence: WARA 2001


Account Details:
Name: Mr Morteza Sadiqi
BSB: 066 001
Acc No: 1101 8464


UNIT PRICE QTY AMOUNT


$250.00 11 $2,750.00


[42] Subtotal $2,750.00
GST 10% $275.00


TOTAL $3,025.00


- We require 500mm clearance on both sides of the fence.


- The fence will remain the property of Sadiqi Fencing until full payment has
  been made.


SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF 2 BLOCK OF LIMESTONE RETAINING WALL 35X35X500MM 
PER METER 


QUOTATION


TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This is a quotation on the goods named, subject to the conditions noted below:


- This quote is valid for one month from the date of issue.
- 50% of the total amount is payable before commencing the job.


                          


- We need to be informed if there are any underground services (e.g. pipes,


CUSTOMER
Afsaneh
64 Calley Drive
Leeming WA 6149
0481 849 908
elearning@ewindfly.net


DESCRIPTION


Thank You For Your Business!


  cables) adjacent to the fence line.


NOTE: upon commencement of the job if there is any excessive amount of tree root or 
stone to be removed it will be charged at rate of $80 per person per hour.


COMMENTS: THIS QUOTATION IS FOR STORM DAMAGED FENCE.


SADIQI FENCING
& GATES





